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View as a map This picturesque coastal town is much like Portland as its historic cobbled streets are home to a thriving restaurant scene. Whether you're looking for an autumn day trip (combine it with a visit to the adjacent Kittery to get the most food bang for your buck) or a pit stop on your way north to
visit Vacationland, Portsmouth is well worth a visit. Here are 19 places to relax and refuel when you get there. Note: map points are in alphabetical order. Read more Note: The restaurants on this map are geographically listed. This cozy beach bistro uses local produce and meat, and the menu items are
homemade spices and preserves. James Beard Award semifinalist, chef Evan Mallett buys whole animals for a butcher inside the house and recently opened the stock + spice app next door, selling black trumpet spices and blends. The 2nd Block Six - 3S 3S restaurant, gallery and performance space, is
also a modern lounge area where you can relax with comfortable sofas and chairs while sizzleing drinks. The menu includes small plates for sharing or larger bites such as buttermilk fried chicken and steak fries. Enjoy tropical cocktails and island-inspired stalks such as jerk chicken and fish tacos on the
deck of this long-running Portsmouth restaurant. Owners regularly donate proceeds to local organizations dedicated to ending hunger, so you can feel good about ordering another drink... Charity, of course. This café has been operating for over 20 years in Portsmouth and has a loyal following. Enjoy the
middle eastern feel of the shop with Turkish coffee, biscuits and music piped overhead. 5. Cava Tapas and Wine Bar You will be transported to the Mediterranean Sea when you eat in Cava, where the old world vibe and wine list complement the menu of traditional tapas such as patatas bravas and char-
grilled baby octopus. Ceres Bakery, named after the street of its original location, also pays homage to the Roman agricultural goddess. Bakers turn the fruits of the Ceres crop into breads, biscuits and pastries and also serve daily soup, salad and sandwiches. The latest news from the food world every day
This small, intimate restaurant is run by Julie Cutting, one of the few female experiments in town. Try liver pedique to get started and don't miss the espresso solid stewed short rib, a fan favorite. Head to a small alley to find this cheerful brewery tasting room serving unusual beer styles, focusing on grutt,
which is the name for beers with botanical beers instead of hops. The food menu is equally eclectic with pub stalks such as spicy pickled eggs and alligator jambalaya. In this new French bakery, visitors are already furious at the authentic price, such as croissants, macaroni and You can enjoy savoury
choices in homemade baguettes or crepes, as well as wine list and charcuterie plate specialties on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings. From the owners of Gigi's in York Beach, Louie's serves Italian cuisine Atmosphere. The house's homemade pastas and seafood dishes are a stand out here.
Located in the historic village of Strawbery Banke, Mombo's menu includes seasonal dishes that often revolve around. Diners love the wine list selection and classic cocktails, and the extensive menu offers a selection for vegetarians and gluten-free diners. 12. Moxy American Tapas Restaurant Come to
Moxy ready to eat and willing to share. A large menu of American tapas uses locally grown ingredients and in-house jams, pickles and chutneys. There are rumours that some of the meat made here even comes through MEat in Kittery. Open at Google Maps Foursquare This OG brewingpub has been
pouring beers since the early 1990s and has a brewery and atmosphere for everyone. The upstairs bar and dining room are good for enjoying the meal, while the basement lounge has sofas and billiards tables. Don't miss the famous clams - especially with spicy Thai curry broth. The restaurant downstairs
is a completely classic Italian, comforting acquaintance. The more relaxed Massimo's upstairs offers small plates, charcuterie and a small selection of entrees. The second venue for Boston restaurateurs opened in Portsmouth this summer. Row 34 focuses on seafood with a wide range of raw bars and
despite its trendy décor, it still offers New England classics such as lobster rolls and fried mussels. The bar program is also strong at this Eastern Standard sister location. Open Google Maps on Foursquare Stop to Street to taste the global price without you needing to wipe your passport. This casual eater
serves small plates of street food from around the world, including pozole, sticky rice bowls and Korean fried chicken. Head to the beach and you can capture local seafood, and surfing overlooks. Kitchen styles run on a scale, but they all contain seacoast caught seafood where possible. Pop next to the
surf sushi bar and add fresh fish. 18. Franklin Oyster House moxy's chef, this new raw bar offers a selection of New England oysters as well as some from Canada and Washington. Don't miss homemade charcuterie or Happy Hour monday to Friday from 4pm to 6pm, when certain oysters are only $1.25.
The owners of this jaunty cantina are proud to serve locally grown and organic products where possible and even make their own tortillas using local heirloom corn. The chef's wife is vegan, so meatless foods aren't just late-season. © 2020 Vox Media, Inc. All Rights Reserved. A link copied to the Clip
table. This cozy beach bistro uses local produce and meat, and the menu items are homemade spices and preserves. James Beard Award semifinalist, chef Evan Mallett buys animals for the butcher inside the house and recently opened the stock + spice app next door, which sells black trumpet spices and
blends. The 3S, gallery and performance space, also has a modern lounge area where you can relax on a comfortable sofa and chairs while sizzleing drinks. The menu has small plates for sharing larger bites, such as buttermilk fried chicken and steak fries. Enjoy tropical cocktails and island-inspired stalks
such as jerk chicken and fish tacos on the deck of this long-running Portsmouth restaurant. Owners regularly donate proceeds to local organizations dedicated to ending hunger, so you can feel good about ordering another drink... Charity, of course. This café has been operating for over 20 years in
Portsmouth and has a loyal following. Enjoy the middle eastern feel of the shop with Turkish coffee, biscuits and music piped overhead. You'll be transported to the Mediterranean sea when you eat in Cava, where the old-world vibe and wine list complement the menu of traditional tapas such as patatas
bravas and charred octopus. Ceres Bakery, named after the street of its original location, also pays homage to the Roman agricultural goddess. Bakers turn the fruits of the Ceres crop into breads, biscuits and pastries and also serve daily soup, salad and sandwiches. This small, intimate restaurant is run
by Julie Cutting, one of the few female experiments in town. Try liver pedique to get started and don't miss the espresso solid stewed short rib, a fan favorite. Head to a small alley to find this cheerful brewery tasting room serving unusual beer styles, focusing on grutt, which is the name for beers with
botanical beers instead of hops. The food menu is equally eclectic with pub stalks such as spicy pickled eggs and alligator jambalaya. In this new French bakery, visitors are already furious at the authentic price, such as croissants, macaroni and crepes. You can enjoy savoury choices in homemade
baguettes or crepes, as well as wine list and charcuterie plate specialties on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings. From the owners of Gigi's in York Beach, Louie's serves Italian cuisine in a comfortable atmosphere. The house's homemade pastas and seafood dishes are a stand out here. Located
in the historic village of Strawbery Banke, Mombo's menu includes seasonal dishes that often revolve around. Diners love the wine list selection and classic cocktails, and the extensive menu offers a selection for vegetarians and gluten-free diners. Come to Moxy ready to eat and willing to share. A large
menu of American tapas uses locally grown ingredients and in-house jams, pickles and chutneys. There are rumours that some of the meat made here even comes through MEat in Kittery. Open at Google Maps Foursquare This OG brewingpub has been pouring beers since the early 1990s and has a
brewery and atmosphere for everyone. The upstairs bar and dining room are good for enjoying the meal, while the basement lounge has sofas and billiards tables. Don't miss famous clams - especially with spicy curry broth. The restaurant downstairs is a completely classic Italian, comforting acquaintance.
The more relaxed Massimo's upstairs offers small plates, charcuterie and a small selection of entrees. Second location from Boston, Boston opened in Portsmouth this summer. Row 34 focuses on seafood with a wide range of raw bars and despite its trendy décor, it still offers New England classics such
as lobster rolls and fried mussels. The bar program is also strong at this Eastern Standard sister location. Open Google Maps on Foursquare Stop to Street to taste the global price without you needing to wipe your passport. This casual eater serves small plates of street food from around the world,
including pozole, sticky rice bowls and Korean fried chicken. Head to the beach and you can capture local seafood, and surfing overlooks. Kitchen styles run on a scale, but they all contain seacoast caught seafood where possible. Pop next to the surf sushi bar and add fresh fish. From the chef at Moxy's,
this new raw bar offers a selection of New England oysters and Canadian and Washington oysters. Don't miss homemade charcuterie or Happy Hour monday to Friday from 4pm to 6pm, when certain oysters are only $1.25. The owners of this jaunty cantina are proud to serve locally grown and organic
products where possible and even make their own tortillas using local heirloom corn. The chef's wife is vegan, so meatless foods aren't just late-season. Postpaid.
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